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1 Introduction
In the era of data explosion, a growing number of data-intensive computing frameworks, such as Apache
Hadoop, Spark and Flink, have been proposed to handle the massive volume of unstructured data in paral-
lel. In general, a mainstream approach to gain scalability behind these platforms is to distribute data and
computations across a group of nodes in a cluster or cloud so that large volume of data can be processed in
a parallel and robust manner within a reasonable time. The successes of these frameworks owe to their pro-
gramming models, which are based on a kind of distributed dataset abstraction (e.g., Resilient Distributed
Dataset (RDD) in Apache Spark), and a set of predefined operations expressed by means of high-order
functions taking user-defined functions (UDFs) as parameters (e.g., map, reduce, filter). More concretely,
a dataset is represented as distributed partitions across a large number of processing nodes that allow to
perform high-order computations in a fault-tolerant and parallel manner. The semantics of these high-order
functions facilitate data-parallelism to manipulate data in an element-wise way while UDFs are applied to
each element to produce a desired result. The programming models hide the details of scheduling, load bal-
ancing, execution and communication in a cluster from programmers, which eases programming and makes
programmers focus on dataflow and UDF designs.
Challenges: In spite of these advantages, an endeavour to improve performance of data-intensive appli-
cations exhibits a few challenging issues. 1) Usually, unstructured data expose less information about their
schema directly if without metadata or annotation provided by programmers or help of runtime profiling. 2)
It is difficult to apply conventional database-like optimizations on unstructured data directly, such as rela-
tional algebraic reordering and filter pushdown, due to the fact that non-relational algebraic programming
models of current data-intensive computing platforms lack information about data schema. 3) Programming
models usually treat UDFs as black-boxes and their semantics are therefore hidden from the system, re-
sulting in insufficient information for further optimization. 4) Runtime factors are not fully utilized to tune
the performance of a specific operation’s execution, such as data partitions and locality, memory consum-
ing. Consequently, pure static optimizations are either limited or impossible if without efficient information
about code, data and system. It is important to integrate program semantics, data property and runtime
factors to improve the performance of data-intensive applications.
Hybrid Big Data Program Analysis for Performance Optimization: We present a two-stage semantics-
aware approach to optimize data-intensive applications using static and dynamic program analyses. 1) The
first stage is an offline static analysis. Source code and performance log collected in prior executions are
analyzed to refactor code by applying static optimizations. The offline stage is developed as a compiler
plugin for the host development languages (e.g., Scala, Java), which reports warnings for performance bugs.
However, not all performance issues can be fixed in the static stage, while others may need support from
system runtime information. To obtain the required runtime information, the offline stage generates guid-
ance to direct the profiling and logging systems when and what information to be collected. 2) The second
stage is a dynamic analysis. We instantiate a parameterized framework based on the guidance generated in
the first stage to trace applications’ execution and extract profiling information regarding data and system,
which would be delivered back to the offline stage as performance logs.
2 Performance Issues and Potential Solutions
The common performance issues about big data systems and their solutions are summarized as follows.
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Redundancy Elimination: It is crucial to simplify user’s code for better performance by removing
unused intermediate data to reduce shuffling overhead between two stages and eliminating redundant oper-
ations. Dead code elimination approaches from the perspective of static program analysis can be utilized to
remove redundant operations; dataflow analysis can be used to identify data access path for a dataset so as
to determine whether to remove it or not.
Operation Migration: A big data platform usually supports a bunch of platform primitives such as Map,
Reduce, and Filter. How to choose and arrange the executing orders of primitives in an application is
a challenging issue for improving performance. Section 3 introduces rule-based and cost-based evaluation
models, which can be used to guide the optimization.
Shuffling Reduction: In a data parallel program, data shuffling among different stages could dominate
the whole program execution time. We may use the approaches discussed before, such as removing redun-
dant operations and redundant data accesses, to reduce the amount of shuffling data in the stage of static
analysis.
Memory Management: Memory is usually a scarce resource in a computing node, especially for
memory-intensive computing. How to manage and optimize memory usage of applications is vital to im-
prove the whole system performance. In order to optimize memory usage, dataflow analysis can be used to
identify the reused data to be cached during the stage of static analysis, and dynamic analysis can be used to
probe the system to monitor memory usage on the basis of suggestions from static analysis.
Parallelism Degree: When tuning performance, it is a non-trivial task to determine the parallelism
degree of an application in a cluster (e.g., how many nodes and how many executors on each node to be
allocated). A cost-based performance model can be used to determine the allocation of nodes and executors.
3 Optimization Strategies
Rule-Based Model: An operation priority, as shown below, can be used to decide an optimized execut-
ing order for an application without help from runtime information.
Filter > Map > Group/Agg > Set > Sort (1)
For instance, it is often better to execute Map or Filter before the operations involving shuffle operation,
since they can reduce the intermediate data size.
Cost-Based Model: Unfortunately, the rule-based principle does not always work well even when there
is a precedence relationship for two operations. For example, it is not a good idea to change the order
between a “map” and “shuffle” operations when this “map” produces a huge of intermediate data. At this
moment, we need ample information about runtime and intermediate data for each operation to determine
further optimization. Thus, each operation can be extended with a set of carry-on properties that includes
essential information collected by offline and online stages, such as the format of input and output data,
the size of input and output data, the intermediate data size, the shuffling data size , CPU/Memory usage
and the ratio of I/O operations. Then the information collected from online stage would be fed back into
the offline stage to determine an optimal execution plan. In the offline stage, the cost (e.g., execution
time) for a sequence of operations O1 · ... · On can be evaluated by the following equation: TCO1·...·On =∑n
i=1Ci × Ri−1, where TC is the total cost factor, Ci is the cost of current operation Oi, which can
measured by time consumption or computational complexity of Oi on a given unit of data elements, and
Ri−1 denotes the data input/output ratio of the prior operation Oi. The default value of R0 is 1, which
indicates the normalized initial input size.
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